
A tree is finite (has finitely many 
edges) 

                      if and only if                                              

all nodes have finite degree 

and 

all branches (simple paths) have 

Konig’s Lemma



Billiards



Smullyan’s Billiards



Multiset (Bag) Ordering

>

>



Multiset (Bag) Ordering

>

>
Well-founded

by
König’s Lemma



Harder A(m,n)
 t := 1

   s[t] := m
   loop
      c := c + 1
      m := s[t]
      t := t - 1
      if m = 0 
      then
         n := n + 1
      elseif n = 0 
      then
         t := t + 1
         s[t] := m - 1
         n := 1
      else
         t := t + 2
         s[t-1] := m - 1
         s[t] := m
         n := n - 1
      until t = 0

Bag of pairs
(s[i],∞)   i<t
(s[t],n)     



Nested Matryoshka Dolls



Nested Bags



Nested Ordering
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Nested Ordering

>

>



Hydra





Hercules’ Second Labor



	 Each time Hercules bashed one of Hydra's heads, 
Iolaus held a torch to the headless neck. 

    After destroying eight mortal heads, Hercules 
chopped off the ninth, immortal head, which he 
buried at the side of the road from Lerna to Elaeus, 
and covered with a heavy rock. 





Hydra vs. Hercules



Hydra vs. Hercules



Hydra vs. Hercules



Hercules > Hydra

>



Hercules > Hydra

>



Hercules > Hydra

>

{{o{{ooo}o} {oo{oo}} {o{oooo}o} {oo}} >         
{{o{{ooo}o} {o{oo}} {o{oo}} {o{oo}} {o{oooo}o} {oo}}
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Hercules Defeats Hydra

• Cannot be proved in Peano Arithmetic 
[Paris & Kirby]

• Requires induction up to ε0

Natural numbers do not suffice

Sophisticated variants require more 
powerful systems [Friedman]







Amoebae
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Figure A.2: Labelled tree for M3 ≺# M2 ≺# M1

of a sequence of such steps (a ‘life’) of an amoebae colony is given in Figure A.3.
Prove that a colony of amoebae has only a finite life.

amoeba colony

...

life of amoeba colony

Figure A.3: Amoebae

Next, we extend the capabilities of amoebae by allowing them to reproduce.
Two amoebae which can touch each other may reproduce, thereby sharing their
outer membrane, and making arbitrarily many copies of their sons (as suggested
in Figure A.4). In particular, an amoeba is allowed to multiply its sons and retain
its outer membrane, while ‘eating’ another amoeba. Show that even together with
this second rule of activity, each colony must eventually terminate.
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180 Mathematical background

fusion

fusion

Figure A.4: Fusion of two amoebae


